Describing Culture Spatially

Local Culture

Regional Culture

Popular Culture

Culture Region Categories
Describing Culture Spatially

(Text, pg.. 22-23)

Cultural regions are locations on a map where particular culture complexes exist.

There are three basic categories of cultural regions:

1) Local Culture
2) Regional Culture
3) Popular Culture
Cultural Regions

(Text, pg.. 22-23)

1) Local Culture:

Expressions of a culture that are not widely practiced. Ex: Newfoundland
Cultural Regions

(From pg. 22-23)

2) Regional Culture:
Expressions of a culture that are practiced over a large geographic area. (Ex. Canada)
3) Popular Culture:
A culture complex that is widely accepted and practiced by people around the world. (ex: World)
Describing Culture Temporally

There are two basic ways to describe culture temporally:

1) Traditional Culture
2) Contemporary Culture
Describing Culture Temporally

(Text, pg.. 24-25)

1) Traditional Culture
Cultural traits that have been passed down to us from our ancestors.

2) Contemporary Culture
Cultural traits/characteristics that originate in modern times.
1) Traditional Culture

2) Contemporary Culture
1) Traditional Culture

2) Contemporary Culture
1) Traditional Culture
(music)

Squid Jigging Grounds

2) Contemporary Culture

Salt Water Joys
Culture Activity

• Over the next three classes, you are expected to pick and complete one activity from Assignment 3.1 (c)

What will you choose?